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ABSTRACT: In this work, we report a dramatic enhancement in ethanol
sensing characteristics of NiO hollow nanostructures via decoration with
In2O3 nanoclusters. The pure NiO and 1.64−4.41 atom % In-doped NiO
and In2O3-decorated NiO hollow spheres were prepared by ultrasonic spray
pyrolysis, and their gas sensing characteristics were investigated. The
response (the ratio between the resistance in gas and air) of the In2O3-
decorated NiO hollow spheres to 5 ppm ethanol (C2H5OH) was 9.76 at
350 °C, which represents a significant improvement over the In-doped NiO
and pure NiO hollow spheres (3.37 and 2.18, respectively). Furthermore,
the 90% recovery time was drastically reduced from 1880 to 23 s, and a
selective detection of ethanol with negligible cross-response to other gases
was achieved. The enhanced gas response and fast recovery kinetics were
explained in relation to the thinning of the near-surface hole accumulation
layer of p-type NiO underneath n-type In2O3, the change of charge carrier
concentration, and the variation of oxygen adsorption.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Oxide semiconductor nanostructures have been widely used to
detect harmful, toxic, and explosive gases1−5 and can be broadly
divided into two categories on the basis of their majority charge
carrier. In n-type oxide semiconductors, the adsorption of
negatively charged oxygen creates an electron depletion layer
(EDL) near the surface;1−4 thus, sensor resistance is
determined by the serial connection between semiconducting
cores and the resistive EDL. In p-type oxide semiconductors,
on the other hand, the ionized adsorption of oxygen forms a
hole accumulation layer (HAL) through electrostatic inter-
action between oppositely charged species (negatively charged
oxygen and positively charged holes).6−8 In this configuration,
the sensor resistance is determined by parallel competition
between conduction along the narrow cross-sectional area of
the near-surface HAL and that across resistive cores with a
relatively wide cross-sectional area.6−8

Generally speaking, the gas response of p-type oxide
semiconductors is comparatively lower than that of n-type
oxide semiconductors due to differences in their gas sensing
mechanisms. This is supported by the calculation of Hübner et
al., which demonstrates that the gas response of p-type oxide
semiconductors is the square root of that of n-type oxide
semiconductors with the same morphological configuration.9

Nevertheless, p-type oxide semiconductors have a distinctive
catalytic activity with various volatile organic compounds,10−13

making them ideally suited to the design of new functionality in
high-performance gas sensors. To achieve this, however, it is
essential to first enhance the gas response of p-type oxide
semiconductors.
Past approaches to enhancing the response and selectivity of

n-type oxide semiconductor gas sensors have included the
loading of noble metal catalysts (Pt, Pd, Rh, and Au),14−17

controlling the charge carrier concentration,18 and the
formation of heterostructures.19−21 The loading of noble
metal catalysts22−24 was also effective to improve or tune the
gas sensing characteristics of p-type oxide semiconductors.
Furthermore, it has been previously reported that the gas
response of p-type NiO hollow spheres and nanofibers is
significantly enhanced by doping with Fe3+,25,26 as this reduces
the hole concentration in the NiO sensor. However, the design
of high-performance p-type oxide semiconductor gas sensors
based on heteronanostructures is still very much in the early
stages of investigation.
The present study evaluates the possibility of producing

highly sensitive, selective, and rapidly recovering ethanol
sensors through the decoration of p-type NiO hollow spheres
with n-type In2O3 nanoclusters. The main focus of the study is
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directed toward understanding the gas sensing mechanism of
these In2O3-decorated NiO hollow structures in relation to
variations in the conduction path, oxygen adsorption, and space
charge layer due to the establishment of a nanoscale p−n
junction between NiO and In2O3.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of NiO, In2O3-Decorated NiO, and In-Doped NiO

Hollow Spheres. Nickel(II) nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O,
99.999% trace metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich) (1.452 g) and citric acid
monohydrate (C6H8O7·H2O, Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) (1.048 g) were
dissolved in 500 mL of distilled water and stirred for 1 h. The solution
was used to obtain particles via spray pyrolysis. Citric acid was added
to induce the hollow morphology of spheres during spray pyrolysis.27

The spray pyrolysis system used consisted of a droplet generator,
quartz-tube reactor, and particle-collecting chamber. Six ultrasonic
generators (resonant frequency: 1.7 MHz) were used to generate a
plethora of droplets, which were subsequently carried into the high-
temperature quartz-tube reactor (inner diameter: 55 mm) by a carrier
gas (air, 40 L/min). The Ni-containing precursor spheres produced by
pyrolysis were collected using a Teflon bag filter located in the particle-
collecting chamber, which was held at a temperature of 250 °C to
prevent the condensation of water. The reactor temperature was
maintained at 700 °C, and the as-prepared precursor particles were
heated at 600 °C for 2 h. For the sake of simplicity, the specimen
prepared by spray pyrolysis and subsequent heat treatment is hereafter
referred to as “NiO”.
The NiO hollow spheres were drop-coated onto a silicon wafer that

had been dried at 70 °C for 24 h. An alumina boat containing
indium(II) chloride (InCl2, 99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) powder was then
placed in the middle of the quartz tube of a horizontal tube furnace,
and the silicon wafer coated in NiO hollow spheres was placed 5 cm
downstream of this source material. After evacuating the quartz tube to
∼9 × 10−2 Torr using a rotary pump, the furnace temperature was
increased to 350 °C and held for 20 min to produce indium-decorated
NiO hollow spheres through a reaction between the source and an
Ar−O2 gas mixture gas (Ar, 100 sccm; O2, 1 sccm). Owing to the fact
that the reaction temperature was higher than the melting temperature
of the InCl3 source, indium-containing nanoparticles were grown on
the NiO hollow spheres by means of a vapor−liquid−solid
mechanism. After heat treatment at 600 °C for 2 h, In2O3-decorated
NiO hollow spheres were produced that shall be referred to as “In2O3-
NiO”.
In order to investigate the effect that the phase and configuration of

the In component has on the gas sensing characteristics of the NiO
hollow spheres, In-doped NiO hollow spheres were also prepared
through spray pyrolysis of stock solutions (solvent: distilled water 500
mL) containing various amounts of indium(III) nitrate hydrate
(In(NO3)3·xH2O, 99.9% metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich), nickel(II)
nitrate hexahydrate, and citric acid monohydrate. The indium
composition of the In-doped NiO hollow spheres prepared from the
solutions with In/Ni ratios of 2 and 5 atom % were determined to be
1.64 and 4.41 atom %, respectively, by inductively coupled plasma
mass spectroscopy. These specimens are referred to as “1.64In-NiO”
and “4.41In-NiO”.
Characterization. The phase and crystallinity of the powders were

analyzed by X-ray diffractometry (XRD, D/MAX-2500 V/PC, Rigaku,
Japan), while the morphologies of the precursors and hollow powders
were investigated by field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM, S-4800, Hitachi Co. Ltd., Japan) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, FEI TITAN 80-300TM, FEI Co., USA). The
chemical state of each sample was examined by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS, Multi Lab 2000, Thermo Scientific, USA).
Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES,
OPTIMA 4300 DV, PerkinElmer Instruments, USA) was used to
determine the In-doping concentration in the NiO hierarchical
nanostructures.
Gas Sensing Characteristics. Alumina substrates (area = 1.5 mm

× 1.5 mm; thickness = 0.25 mm) with two Au electrodes on the upper

surface (electrode widths = 1 mm; separation = 0.2 mm) and a micro
heater on the lower surface were drop-coated with slurries of NiO,
1.64In-NiO, 4.41In-NiO, and In2O3-NiO hollow spheres dispersed in
deionized water using a micropipette. The sensor temperatures were
controlled using the micro heater and were measured using an IR
temperature sensor (Metis MP25, Sensortherm GmBH, Germany).
The substrate temperature was controlled between 325 and 475 °C by
adjusting the heater powers in the range of 248−419 mW. The sensors
were contained in a specially designed, low-volume (1.5 cm3) quartz
tube to minimize any delay in changing their surrounding atmosphere.
Following the removal of residual solvent by heating the sensor at 500
°C for 24 h, the gas responses (S = Rg/Ra, Rg: resistance in gas, Ra:
resistance in air) to 5 ppm benzene (C6H6), o-xylene (1,2-
dimethylbenzene, C6H4(CH3)2), formaldehyde (HCHO), ethanol
(C2H5OH), ammonia (NH3), carbon monoxide (CO), and hydrogen
(H2) were measured at 325−475 °C. The gas concentrations were
controlled by changing the mixing ratio of the parent gases and dry
synthetic air. The DC two-probe resistances were measured using an
electrometer interfaced with a computer.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phase, Composition, and Morphological Properties of

NiO, In-NiO, and In2O3-NiO. The spherical morphology of
the Ni-precursors prepared by ultrasonic spay pyrolysis was
maintained after heat treatment at 600 °C for 2 h (Figure S1a,
Supporting Information). Most of the NiO spheres consisted of
a thin shell (diameter: 200−500 nm; thickness: 24.5 ± 4.2 nm)
surrounding a yolk (diameter: 153.2 ± 48.2 nm), although
some hollow spheres without a yolk were also observed. The
1.64In-NiO (Figure S1b, Supporting Information) and 4.41In-
NiO (Figure S1c, Supporting Information) also formed as
yolk−shell spheres with very similar shell thicknesses and yolk
sizes. A uniform distribution of In was confirmed within both
the 1.64In-NiO (Figure S2a, Supporting Information) and
4.41In-NiO (Figure S2b, Supporting Information) specimens
by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping.
The In2O3-NiO hollow spheres were prepared by coating In

onto hollow NiO spheres by chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
followed by heat treatment at 600 °C for 2 h (Figure 1a,b),
which retained both the yolk−shell morphology and shell
thickness (Figure 1c). The (222) lattice fringes of In2O3
(separated by 2.921 Å) and (101) lattice fringes of NiO
(separated by 2.412 Å) were observed near the surface of the
spheres (Figure 1d and Figure S3b, 3d, Supporting
Information), indicating the presence of In2O3 nanoparticles
in a discrete manner on NiO spheres. The EDS elemental
mapping results in Figure 1e also clearly show that In is present
over the entire NiO sphere surface. The average In
concentration across 14 different points on the shell was
found to be 3.33 ± 0.94 atom %, which is substantially higher
than the values obtained from 7 different locations within the
core (1.09 ± 0.57 atom %) (Figure S4, Supporting
Information). This indicates that most of the In does not
diffuse into the core yolk but rather remains as a coating on the
NiO hollow sphere shell.
Following heat treatment at 600 °C for 2 h, the NiO, 1.64In-

NiO, 4.41In-NiO, and In2O3-NiO hollow spheres all exhibited
very similar XRD patterns for their respective NiO phase
(JCPDS# 47-1049) (Figure 2). Moreover, there were no
secondary phases evident in any of the 1.64In-NiO, 4.41In-
NiO, and In2O3-NiO hollow spheres (Figure 2b−d), and this
absence of In-related peaks can be attributed either to the
incorporation of In into the NiO lattice or to the presence of a
secondary phase that is simply below the detection limit of X-
ray diffraction. The precise positions of the (101), (012), (110),
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(104), and (113) peaks were obtained by performing a Rietveld
refinement of the full profiles using the General Structure
Analysis System (GSAS) program.28 As a result of this, all peaks
in the 1.64In-NiO and 4.41In-NiO hollow spheres shifted to
lower angles (Figure S5, Supporting Information), and the
lattice parameters were found to increase with In-doping (the
lattice parameter of NiO = 4.17723 ± 0.00004 Å, 1.64In-NiO =
4.17840 ± 0.00031 Å, and 4.41In-NiO = 4.18018 ± 0.00010
Å). Given that the ionic radius of In3+ with a coordination

number of 6 is 0.80 Å, while that of Ni2+ with a coordination
number of 6 is 0.69 Å, this peak shift and increase in lattice
parameter can be attributed to the substitution of In3+ at Ni2+

sites. In contrast, the peak positions and lattice parameters of
the In2O3-NiO hollow spheres were similar to those of the NiO
hollow spheres, indicating the formation of a nanocomposite
between In2O3 and NiO.
The specimens were further analyzed using XPS to

investigate the incorporation of In in NiO, the formation of
an In2O3-NiO heterocomposite, and the physicochemical states
of the samples. The fine-scan XPS spectra for Ni 2p3/2 are
shown in Figure 3a−d, in which both Ni2+ and Ni3+ bonding
structures can be clearly observed at 853.7 and 855.0 eV,
respectively. From a fitting using the Voigt amp method, the
Ni2+/Ni3+ ratio of the NiO specimens was determined to be
1.45 (Figure 3a). This indicates that 59.2 atom % of the Ni
forms an ionic bond with lattice oxygen (Ni−O) and a small
amount of Ni (40.8 atom %) ions exists in an oxidized state
near the surface (Ni2O3).

29 The substitution of In3+ at Ni2+

sites, and consequent charge compensation, can be described as
follows:

+ ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ + +• •hIn O 2 2In 2O
1
2

O (g)X
2 3

2NiO
Ni O 2 (1)

This shows a decrease in the hole concentration of p-type
NiO semiconductors as a result of In2O3 doping. It should be
noted that the Ni2+/Ni3+ ratio decreases to 0.43 when the In
content is increased to 4.41 atom % (Figure 3c,d). The
adsorption of negatively charged oxygen on the surface of NiO
is known to occur through a change of Ni2+ into Ni3+,30 but it
has also been reported that Ni3+ can be formed from negatively
charged interstitial oxygen (Oi″).31 Accordingly, the decrease
observed in the Ni2+/Ni3+ ratio with In-doping can be explained
by the conversion of oxygen molecules generated by the
incorporation reaction in eq 1 into negatively charged
interstitial (or surface) oxygen through the oxidation of Ni2+

into Ni3+.

+ ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ ″ + +•1
2

O (g) 2NiO O 2Ni 2Oi
X

2
2NiO

Ni O (2)

It should be noted here that the Ni2+/Ni3+ ratio (0.91) of the
In2O3-NiO sample containing 3.88 atom % In was substantially
higher than the 1.64In-NiO sample (Ni2+/Ni3+ = 0.51) but
lower than the NiO sample (Ni2+/Ni3+ = 1.45) (Figure 3b).
This indicates that at least some of the In was incorporated into
the NiO lattice, but most of it was present as a secondary phase
(In2O3).
The In 3d5/2 peaks of the In-doped NiO and In2O3-

decorated NiO specimens were observed at 443.8−443.9 and
444.3 eV, respectively, (Figure 3f−h), with the low binding
energy of the 1.64In-NiO and 4.41In-NiO specimens (Figure
3g,h) indicative of In having bonded with lattice oxygen. In
contrast, the high binding energy (444.3 eV) of the In2O3-NiO
specimen (Figure 3f) indicates bonding between In and either
−OH or moisture in the air.32,33 The O 1s peak of NiO at
529.3 eV was symmetric in shape (Figure 3i), whereas the
equivalent peaks of 1.64In-NiO, 4.41In-NiO, and In2O3-NiO
hollow spheres were asymmetric (Figure 3j−l). The O 1s peaks
will be analyzed further in relation to the gas sensing
mechanism in the later section.

Gas Sensing Characteristics. The dynamic sensing
transients of sensors based on NiO, In-doped NiO, or In2O3-
decorated NiO hollow spheres to 5 ppm ethanol were

Figure 1. (a,b) SEM and (c,d) TEM images of In2O3-NiO hollow
spheres after heat treatment at 600 °C for 2 h and (e) EDS elemental
mapping images of O, Ni, and In components.

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) NiO, (b) In2O3-NiO, (c)
1.64In-NiO, and (d) 4.41In-NiO hollow spheres after heat treatment
at 600 °C for 2 h.
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measured at 325−475 °C (Figure 4 and Figure S6, Supporting
Information). All the sensors exhibit a chemiresistive variation
that is typical of p-type oxide semiconductors: there is an
increase and decrease in sensor resistance upon exposure to a
reducing gas and air, respectively. This indicates that
conduction in In2O3-decorated NiO spheres does not occur
along the discrete configuration of n-type In2O3 nanoclusters
but rather through the p-type NiO spheres and shows that In-
doped NiO spheres are a p-type oxide semiconductor.
The responses of the various sensors to 5 ppm ethanol were

measured at 325−475 °C, the results of which are summarized
in Figure 5. From this, we see that a pure NiO sensor has the
lowest response (Figure 5a1), and this can only be slightly
increased by In-doping alone (Figure 5a2,a3). However, the gas
response of the In2O3-NiO sensors is significantly higher than
the other three sensors (Figure 5a4), indicating that the gas
response of NiO sensors is highly dependent upon the

configuration of the In component. The resistance in air (Ra)
was also measured for each sensor (Figure 5b1−b4), revealing
that the Ra values for 1.64In-NiO and 4.41In-NiO sensors are
similar, but substantially higher, than that of a NiO sensor. This
can be ascribed to the incorporation of In3+ into NiO and the
subsequent decrease in hole concentration. The slight decrease
in Ra that resulted from increasing the In-doping concentration
from 1.64 to 4.41 atom % was attributed to the difference in the
thickness of the sensing film. Interestingly, despite its low In
concentration (3.88 atom %), the Ra value of the In2O3-NiO
sensor is significantly higher than the 1.64In-NiO and 4.41In-
NiO sensors. This strongly indicates that the In component has
a different configuration or phase. Considering the results of
TEM and XPS, it is considered to be a hetero p−n junction
between In2O3 and NiO that increases the sensor resistance.
However, even in the In2O3-NiO specimen, the small amount
of In-doping of the NiO lattice needs to also be taken into

Figure 3. XPS spectra of (a,e,i) NiO, (b,f,j) In2O3-NiO, (c,g,k) 1.64In-NiO, and (d,h,l) 4.41In-NiO hollow spheres after heat treatment at 600 °C for
2 h. (a−d) Ni 2p, (e−h) In 3d, and (i−l) O 1s peaks and fitting analysis.

Figure 4. Dynamic sensing transient of (a) NiO, (b) 1.64In-NiO, (c) 4.41In-NiO, and (d) In2O3-NiO sensors to 5 ppm ethanol at 350 °C.
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account as a possible reason for the increased sensor resistance
due to the change that this induces in the Ni2+/Ni3+ ratio.
The times to reach 90% variation in resistance upon exposure

to ethanol and air were defined as the 90% response time (τres)
and 90% recovery time (τrecov), respectively. All sensors showed
similar τres values (60−150 s) upon exposure to 5 ppm ethanol
(Figure 5c1−c4), yet their τrecov values were significantly
different. Significantly, the pure NiO sensors showed a
prolonged recovery time (e.g., τrecov = 1880 s at 350 °C),
whereas a greatly reduced τrecov value was obtained with the
1.64In-NiO (272 s) and 4.41In-NiO sensors (228 s) that was
even further reduced to just 23 s in In2O3-NiO sensors. These

tendencies were maintained across all sensor temperatures
tested, although the difference in τrecov did become smaller at
higher temperatures due to thermal promotion of the recovery
reaction. This indicates that the recovery reaction involving the
in-diffusion, adsorption, dissociation, and ionization of oxygen
on the surface takes prolonged time in NiO sensors and is
critically dependent on the configuration of the In component
in In-doped or In2O3-decorated NiO sensors.
The dynamic sensing transient of the In2O3-NiO sensor to

2−100 ppm ethanol was measured at 350 °C (Figure S7,
Supporting Information) and demonstrated stable sensing and
recovery characteristics. The response to 2 ppm ethanol was

Figure 5. (a) Gas response to 5 ppm ethanol, (b) sensor resistance in air, and (c) 90% response and 90% recovery time (τres and τrecov) of NiO,
1.64In-NiO, 4.41In-NiO, and In2O3-NiO sensors at 325−475 °C.

Figure 6. Gas response of (a) NiO and (b) In2O3-NiO sensors to 5 ppm ethanol, formaldehyde, ammonia, o-xylene, benzene, hydrogen, and carbon
monoxide at 350 °C.
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6.88 (inset of Figure S7, Supporting Information), indicating
that the present sensor can detect subppm levels of ethanol.
The selectivity against other interference gases was also
checked by measuring the responses to 5 ppm ethanol,
formaldehyde, ammonia, xylene, benzene, hydrogen, and
carbon monoxide at 350 °C (Figure 6). The responses of the
NiO sensor did not show any significant selectivity to a specific
gas (Figure 6a), whereas the response of the In2O3-NiO sensor
to 5 ppm ethanol (Rg/Ra = 9.76) was markedly higher than
those to formaldehyde, ammonia, xylene, benzene, hydrogen,
or carbon monoxide (Rg/Ra = 1.76−3.99) (Figure 6b). This
demonstrates that ethanol can be selectively and sensitively
detected using an In2O3-NiO sensor.
Gas sensing mechanisms of NiO and In2O3-NiO sensors are

shown in Figure 7. The sensor resistance of p-type oxide
semiconductors is increased upon exposure to a reducing gas, as
the oxidation of this gas by negatively charged oxygen generates
electrons that reduce the hole concentration in the shell layer
through the electron−hole recombination (Figure 7a). In this
study, the ethanol responses of 1.64In-NiO, 4.41In-NiO, and
In2O3-NiO hollow spheres were found to be higher than those
of pure NiO hollow spheres; however, it should be noted that
the variation in hole concentration due to the gas sensing
reaction will lead to a higher variation in sensor resistance when
the background hole concentration is lower. Indeed, it has
previously been confirmed that both the sensor resistance and
gas response of NiO nanostructures is significantly enhanced by
doping with Fe3+.25,26 Accordingly, in the case of In-doped NiO
hollow spheres, the increase in gas response and sensor
resistance can be explained by a reduced hole concentration in
the sensing materials due to In3+ doping.
The significant enhancement in gas response achieved by

decorating p-type NiO hollow spheres with n-type In2O3 can be
attributed to the formation of nanoscale p−n junctions. The
formation of the hole depletion layer underneath the n-type
In2O3 nanoclusters will narrow the hole accumulation layer for

conduction, which provides an explanation for the higher
resistance of the In2O3-NiO sensor in Figure 5b (left diagram in
Figure 7b). Moreover, considering the small amount of In-
doping identified in the In2O3-NiO sensor by XPS analysis, one
can expect a decrease in the hole concentration at the hole
accumulation layer in In2O3-NiO hollow spheres. Note that the
widths of the space charge layer in the n- and p-oxide
semiconductor sides (wN and wP) are also dependent upon the
relative ratio of the charge carrier concentration (ND/NA; ND:
donor density; NA: acceptor density).

=w N w NN D P A (3)

Given that the wP value will increase as NA decreases, In-
doping not only reduces the hole concentration within the hole
accumulation layer but also makes the hole depletion layer
underneath the n-In2O3 nanoclusters thicker. This, in turn,
causes the p-conducting channel under the hole depletion layer
to narrow; thus, a small change in charge carrier concentration
can lead to higher variation in sensor resistance (Figure 7b).
The above gas sensing mechanism indicates that the optimum
concentration of n-In2O3 nanoclusters for the maximum gas
response of p-type oxide nanostructures is not fixed but
depends on the thickness of p-type oxide nanostructures, the
size/dispersion of n-In2O3 nanoclusters, and the contact
configuration between n- and p-type oxide nanostructures. In
the literature, n−n heteronanostructures using two oxide
semiconductors with different band gaps, electron affinities,
and work functions are also used to enhance the gas response
by the modulation of energy band bending and built-in
potential.34,35 In this perspective, p−p heteronanostructures
using two different oxides with different energy band structures
can be also considered in the of design high performance gas
sensors. That is, the gas response of p-type oxide semi-
conductor sensors can be effectively controlled or tuned by
varying the decoration of n-type or different p-type oxide
semiconductor nanoclusters.

Figure 7. Gas sensing mechanisms of (a) NiO and (b) In2O3-NiO hollow spheres.
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It should be noted that the recovery time at <400 °C is
significantly shortened by decorating NiO with In2O3 nano-
clusters or doping it with In (Figure 5c4). The recovery
reaction incorporates the in-diffusion, adsorption, dissociation,
and ionization of oxygen; thus, the similarity in the τres value
between the sensors in Figure 5c reflects the fact that the gas
diffusion is not a critical parameter in determining the recovery
rate. Instead, the recovery kinetics needs to be understood
within the framework of oxygen adsorption and ionization. To
this end, the O 1s peaks of the 1.64In-NiO, 4.41In-NiO, and
In2O3-NiO specimens (Figure 3j−l) were deconvoluted into
three different contributions:36,37 lattice oxygen (OI: 529.4 eV),
terminal layer of oxygen (OII: 530.8 eV), and chemisorbed
oxygen and water related species (OIII: 531.7 eV). The
chemisorbed oxygen species at high sensing temperature turn
into −OH or water related species at room temperature for
XPS analysis. Thus, the intensity of the OIII peak is closely
related to the chemisorption of oxygen. Although only lattice
oxygen (OI) is observed in pure NiO (Figure 3i), substantial
contributions of the terminal layer of oxygen (OII) are evident
in 1.64In-NiO, 4.41In-NiO, and In2O3-NiO sensors. Moreover,
a large amount of OIII is observed in In2O3-NiO sensors.
Golovanov et al.37 reported that the coverage of surface
bridging oxygen on the (400) surface of In2O3 is significantly
higher when two different types of oxygen species coexist (e.g.,
OI + OII, OI + OIII, and OII + OIII), with the lowest surface
energy obtained with the coexistence of OII and OIII. Note that
this abundance of oxygen species adsorbed on the surface of
In2O3 can be transferred to the surface of NiO, thereby
promoting the oxygen-adsorption-based recovery of the NiO
surface. Indeed, the In2O3-NiO sensor with the largest amount
of OII + OIII showed the fastest recovery and is further
supported by the faster recoveries of 1.64In-NiO and 4.41In-
NiO sensors with substantial OII and OIII than that of NiO
sensors without OII and OIII. Put simply, both the In-doping
and In2O3 decoration are an effective approach to achieve fast
recovering NiO-based sensors.
The responses of NiO hollow spheres decorated with In2O3

nanoclusters to 50−100 ppm C2H5OH (S = 21.9−25.1) are
significantly higher than those (S = 1.8−5.5) of various
morphology of NiO nanostructures in the literature.24,25,38−45

In this perspective, the modulation of hole accumulation layer
in NiO hollow spheres by the decoration of In2O3 nanoclusters
provides a new and promising strategy to design high
performance C2H5OH sensor with high response, superior
selectivity, and fast response/recovery.

4. CONCLUSION
Highly sensitive, selective, and rapidly recovering ethanol
sensors were designed by the modulation of hole accumulation
layer in p-type NiO hollow spheres via coating the n-In2O3
nanoparticles. The gas sensing characteristics of In-doped and
In2O3-decorated NiO hollow spheres were significantly differ-
ent from those of pure NiO hollow spheres. The 1.64 and 4.41
atom % In-doping increases the sensor resistance and gas
response due to a reduced hole concentration in NiO. The
greatest enhancement in gas response to 5 ppm ethanol and
sensor resistance in air was obtained by decorating NiO hollow
spheres with In2O3 nanoclusters, an effect which was attributed
to a thinning of the near-surface hole accumulation layer by the
radial extension of the hole depletion layer underneath the n-
type In2O3 nanoclusters. A high selectivity to ethanol was also
obtained in this In2O3-decorated NiO sensor. Moreover, the

recovery speed of the sensor was significantly enhanced by the
decoration of In2O3 nanoclusters with abundant oxygen
adsorption. This dual-role nature of In2O3 nanoclusters on
NiO hollow spheres therefore provides a new and novel
approach to designing highly sensitive, selective, and rapidly
recovering gas sensors based on p-type oxide semiconductors.
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